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The Consequences of China's 
Informal Sanctions on South 
Korea Over THAAD 
Two years on, the effects of China's economic 
pressure are still being felt in South Korea. 

By Troy Stangarone 

Shortly after the United States and South Korea began negotiations 
on the deployment of the Terminal High Area Altitude Area 
Defense (THAAD) system in early 2016, China's aml:>assadot to 
South Korea warned that deploying the missile defense system 
could "destroy" South Korea's relations with China. While the 
decision to deploy THAAD hasn't desµ-oyed relations between 
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China and South Korea, it has resulted in damage to the South 
Korean economy and Lotte Ma.rt's planned exit from China later 
this year. 

The controversy over THAAD developed as a result of the United 
States and South Korea's desire to address the growing threat from 
North Korean missiles and Chinese national security concerns. To 
track incoming missiles from North Korea, THAAD uses an X-band 
radar system. While THAAD wouldn't have the ability to intercept 
Chinese intercontinental-range ballistic missiles targeting the 
United States, China was concerned about the system's ability to 
see into its territory. 

When the United States and South Korea reached an agreement in 
July 2016 to deploy THAAD, China sought to exploit its economic 
relationship with South Korea and began a campaign of informal 
sanctions to dissuade South Korea from moving forward with the 
system's deployment. Beijing was able to turn to economic 
pressure because more than a quarter of South Korea's exports go 
to China. In contrast, the United States only accounts for 12 
percent. 

China's retaliation against South Korea was multilayered and 
targeted. A story in Xinhua warned Lotte it was "playing with fire" 
ifit agreed to a land exchange with the South Korean government 
where THAAD would be deployed. This and China's subsequent 
actions sent a signal to other companies about what happens if you 
cross Chinese security interests. Beijing also targeted areas such as 
tourism, where China represented a significant portion of the 
market, and industries such as cultural content, where it had no 
obligation under the WTO or the Korea-China free trade agreement 
(FTA) to provide access to South Korea producers. At the same time, 
China was careful to only target areas that would have a limited 
impact on the Chinese economy. 

Because of the opaque nature of China's actions, it is also difficult 
to discern which actions are THAAD related andto what extent. 
When THAAD was deployed in March 2017, Hyundai sales in China 
dropped by nearly 50 percent, demonstrating a clear connection to 
China's informal campaign against THAAD. However, Hyundai had 
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already seen its market share in China decline prior to THAAD, 
making it difficult to disaggregate the impact ofTHAAD from the 
challenges it already faced in China. Similarly, electric vehicles that 
use batteries from Samsung SDI and LG Chem were excluded from 
eligibility for Chinese subsidies, but Samsung and LG account for 
40 percent of the global battery market, which China hopes to 
dominate in the future, raising the question about whether these 
actions are related tb THAAD ot Beijing's own industrial goals. 

What is clear, however, is that Lotte, tourism, and the cultural 
industry have been hit particularly hatd. 

Prior to THAAD, Lotte had been slow to move into digital 
commerce in China and saw declining sales in China. However, 87 

of its 99 Lotte Mart stores in China were closed for more than a 
year due to alleged fire safety violations, causing an estimated loss 
of 1.2 trillion won ($1.06 billion). With losses growing from the 
closures, Lotte sold off much of its business in the first half of 2017 

and is set to finalize its withdrawal from the Chinese market with 
the closure of its remaining stores later this year. 

The tourism industry in South Korea also experienced significant 
declines. Prior to THAAD, Chinese tourists accounted for nearly 50 

percent of the tourists in South Korea. In 2017, the nUmber of 
Chinese tourists declined by 48 percent. The decline likely cost 
South Korea's tourism industry a little over $8 billion based on the 
average spent by Chinese group tourists in 2015. In recent months, 
China has begun allowing group tours to resume, but the number 
of Chinese tourists heading to South Korea was running 2.5 million 
behind pre-THAAD levels in 2018 through August. While August 
saw the. highest level of Chinese tourists in South Korea since the 
THAAD row began, the numbers are still 45 percent below August 
2016. 

While sheer numbers are down, the Korea Tourism Organization 
estimates that the amount that Chinese tourists spend in South 
Korea is down as well. At a minimum, the loss to South Korea's 

tourism industry is likely over $13 billion for 2017 and 2018 

compared to pte-THAAD levels. 
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Prior to THAAD, exports of South Korean dramas and K-pop were 
mainstays of cultural exports to China; rights sales for South 
Korean film and TV dramas in China virtually disappeared after 
THAAD, along with a collapse .in co-productions. At the height of 
the ban in 2016 and 2017, no South Korean movies were released 

· in China. K-pop artists faced visa restrictions and restrictions on 
the streaming of new music videos. The most recent data indicates 
that in 2015, the South Korean music industry had nearly $90 · 
million in exports to Chin.a. That represented an increase of nearly 
200 percent, making China the second largest market for exports 
by the South Korean music industry and a gtoWing market for 
South Korea prior to THAAD. 

Restrictions on cultural content may finally be loosening. In April, 
the Beijing International Film Festival invited seven South Korean 
films, while the South Korean film Monstnim was recently licensed 
for release in China. 

While South Korea has faced economic pressure from China, there 
has been little public support from the United States. President 
Donald Trump has been clear in his displeasure of China's trade 
practices with the United States, but he has been silent on China's 
actions to pressure South Korea. Rather than publicly address the 
matter, Trump has instead taken the opportunity to criticize South 
Korea over the cost of THAAD's deployment. In April 2017, as China 
was ramping up its efforts to pressure South Korea, Trump said, "I 
informed South Korea it would be appropriate if they paid [for 
THAADJ. It's a billion-dollar system." More recently at a rally in 
Council Bluffs, Iowa, Trump mused to supporters, "[S]o let me get 
this, we have a system that's very expensive and we shoot down 

· rockets that are shot from North Korea to South Korea ... Okay, so 
we're protecting South Korea, right? Why aren't they paying?" 

The focus on the cost to the United States, rather than China's 
actions, means that the U.S.-Korea alliance has not developed a way 
to deal with informal Chinese sanctions should Beijing seek in the 
future to pressure Seoul through economic means to implement a 
national security decision more in line with its preferences. While 

· China's actions have cost South Korea $13 billion in lost tourism 
revenue, and even more in auto sales, cultural exports, and pushed 
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Lotte Mart out of China, the lack of a clear plan and sympathy from 
the United States to address Chinese tactics in the future might be 
the most significant consequence of the dispute over THAAD's 
deployment. 

The Author 
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Troy Stangarone is the Senior Director of.Congressional Affairs and Trade at the Korea 
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South Korea Avoids Currency Manipulator Label 
South Korea has avoided the dreaded label. but staying on the U.S. TreaSury·s good side 
requ.ires a sustained effort. 

By Kyle Ferrier 
November 01, 2018 

The U.S. Treasliry's semiannual foreign currency repmi once aJ!;ain determined that South Korea does not 

meet its criteria of a currency manipulator. Vv11ile South-Korea remains on Treasury's monitoring list, the 
report acknowledges the releYant indicators are heading in the right direction. 

The irilpetus forthe report comes from legislation in 1988 and :w15, requiring the treasury secretary to 
monitor major trading partners for policies that underYulue local currencies. This is of particular concern to 
Congress bec"ause an undervalued trading partner's money encourages export-led grov.1:h in that country at 
the expen::;c of U.S. competitors. The 2015 law outlines three criteria to be tracked for indi,idual ('O\llltries: 
(1) a significant bilateral trade surplus ·with the United States, (2) a materi;:il current accolmt surplus, and 
(3) persistent i_1_1tc1;-cntion in thc_forcign C)(change market to limit the ,,a]ue of the local currency. Treasury 
has the discretinn to interpret each and h:1s set the thresholds as (1) a S20 billion or more bilaternl goods 
trade surplus, (2.) a current account surplus larger than 3 pen·ent nfGDP;and (3) net foreign currenc:-,,· 

A worker of the Bank of Korea shows a new 10.000 won 
bill, top, and a 1,000 Won bank note, ai'Bank of Korea 1n 
Seoul, South Korea Uan. 22, 2007). 
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pun:hases of more tl~an 2 perccilt of GDP in the previous year. If a country meets all three criteria it is deemed a currenL-y manipulator; meeting two out of the 
three lands you on the monitoring list. 

South Korea bas again met the first two criteria but is in better standi_ng than it has been in recent reports. 

Although the $21 biliion good,; trade·,:;urplus ob,:;er...ed in the last year through June 2018 exceeds Trt•asury's thrl!Shold, it has steadily bet>n ln decline from the 
201.5 peak of 828 billion. More re<>ent numbers show t_hat it is still fallinA. The U.S. bilateral goods trade deficit ¼ith South Korea in .July and Auglli-t is down a 
comhi11ed $7:=;6 million from the same period last yl'ar. If this trend·tontinues, by the time the next report is released in -April 2<-119, South Korea \\~II not meet the 
trade surplus criteria for the first time since it was incorporated in a report in 2016. 

South Korea's current account surplus of 4.6 percent of GDP meets Treasmy·,:; threshold but hus also been in general decline since 2015. Among the 1:\ trading 
partners a1ialyzeJ in the repo1i, So.uth Korea is tied with China for the largest decrt'aSe in a LUrrent accollnt balance as a percentage of GDP over the p_ast th,ret.' 
years. The surplus conti~ued to decline through the first half of the year and remain.,; d1i\\11 throu,~b Au;;u;;t de~plte a major jump in May. However, unlike the 
bilateral trade surp]tL<:, the CU!Tent account balanee will likely still be hight'r than Treasur:,· wou_ld like come April. 

Currenty intervention was once again not :m i,.;sue as net purchases offoi'eign exchange were oi1!y 0.3 pci'ccnt of GDP. Though the volrn:ne of currt'nL·y i11tei:--·cntio11 
lws not been a major concern in recent year;;, South Korea's lack of transparency has. This most recent report made it clear Treasury welcomes Seoul's decision to 
begin p'ublicly reporting foreign exchange inten·entions in 2019. 

The report similarly praised South Korean goYcrnment effo1ts to support don1estic demand through fiscal spending, specifically referencing the Moon 
administration's proposed 2019 budget. which would be CJ.7 more than this year's budget. 
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Oespite treri.ding in the right d_irection, Seoul will likely rnntinue to pay special attention to this report a:s t!:icre is always the·possibility oft_hc criteria being 
changed or expanded. Recent remarks from U.S. Trea..~UI)' Secretary Steven Mnuchin suggests that he is considering making-the criteria more stringent, a sharp 
contrast from his comments early on in the administration. As Stephanie Segal of the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) points out, the Trump 
ati,mi1_1istratinn has alre"a_dy in.sert_ed si.t_hjecti\;ty into the rep·ort. By includin~ new criteria that keeps a country on the monitoring list if it constihttes a ·1arge and 
disproportionate share of the overall U.S. trade deficit C\"Cll if that economy has not met two of the three criteria from the 2015 Act,"' Treasury essentially altered 
the ri1le1, to keep China oh the list. 

\Vhile Tre<ll.ury's focus has been on China. some experts contend more attention should he paid to other trading partners, including South Korea. Brad Setser of 
the Council on Foreign Relations includes South Korea in his list of fj\·e eotmh'ies wbose currem.·y·practices merit more scrutiny. He cites foreign currency 
in\."estments by the National Pen1,ion Senice, which is nm by the government and has large enough holdings to influence the value of the Korean won but is not 
tracked by Treasury, as an una<ldrcssed·area of concern. Additionally. in 20l6 the Fi11a11dal Timt.>S published an article sugge.sting South Korea manipulates its 
currem.·y, but it was tilken do½n after-an official protest from Seoul 

Howewr. there also seems to be a consensus among experts that going after <rnyone other than China right now would detract from the administr.it_ion's core goal 
of pres...:;uring Beijing. EYen so, because of the large bilateral trade ties South Korea has \~ith China, if Beijing w.:is n..rn}ed a currenL'Y manipulator, the stigma could 
spill over i_nto the South Knre_an economy as wa1s a major c1mcem in the lead-up to a feared "'Ap1il crisis"' in early 2016. 

Although South Korea has a\'oided the currency m_anipulator label, staying on the 0.S. Treasury's ~uud_ side requires a sustained effort. Seoul has done a lot tn quell 
VVashington's eun·enLy concems, particulnrly by making its foreign exchange interventions public. but keeping up with the review process is ne\."er truly over. 

-------------------------------------------
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